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ABSTRACT
We have undertaken a large-scale genetic screen to identify genes with a seedling-lethal mutant pheno-

type. From screening �38,000 insertional mutant lines, we identified �500 seedling-lethal mutants, com-
pleted cosegregation analysis of the insertion and the lethal phenotype for �200 mutants, molecularly
characterized 54 mutants, and provided a detailed description for 22 of them. Most of the seedling-lethal
mutants seem to affect chloroplast function because they display altered pigmentation and affect genes
encoding proteins predicted to have chloroplast localization. Although a high level of functional redun-
dancy in Arabidopsis might be expected because 65% of genes are members of gene families, we found
that 41% of the essential genes found in this study are members of Arabidopsis gene families. In addition,
we isolated several interesting classes of mutants and genes. We found three mutants in the recently
discovered nonmevalonate isoprenoid biosynthetic pathway and mutants disrupting genes similar to Tic40
and tatC, which are likely to be involved in chloroplast protein translocation. Finally, we directly compared
T-DNA and Ac/Ds transposon mutagenesis methods in Arabidopsis on a genome scale. In each population,
we found only about one-third of the insertion mutations cosegregated with a mutant phenotype.

WHAT genes are essential for the viability of a as well as more generally functioning genes whose ab-
plant? Because of the complexity of the multitude sence becomes critical during seedling development.

of biological processes required for a plant to grow and Although a saturation ethyl methanesulfonate (EMS)
develop, a large and diverse set of genes are likely to be mutagenesis has identified several Arabidopsis genes
involved. A forward genetics approach to this question is with a seedling-lethal mutant phenotype (Jurgens et al.
a powerful method to identify the relevant genes. This 1991; Mayer et al. 1991), subsequent analysis has been
approach involves the isolation of embryo-defective mu- limited to a small subset of genes with unusual body
tants and seedling-lethal mutants, which are likely to com- patterns. Similarly, �300 embryo-defective Arabidopsis
prise the largest classes of visible mutants in Arabidopsis. mutants have been isolated (Errampalli et al. 1991;
There is often an overlap in the mutants identified in Castle et al. 1993; Meinke 1994) and �150 were
embryo and seedling screens because embryo-defective mapped (Franzmann et al. 1995). Molecular cloning of
mutants that form seeds capable of germination may genes in these two classes on a genome-wide scale has
also be identified as seedling-lethal mutants. Genes with not been reported.
a seedling-lethal phenotype are likely to encode genes Previous studies provide conflicting estimates of how
specifically required during early seedling development many genes are essential for embryogenesis in Arabi-

dopsis. On the basis of the frequency of multiple alleles
in genes with an embryo-defective phenotype, there are
estimated to be only 500 genes essential for embryogen-Corresponding author: Joshua Z. Levin, Syngenta Biotechnology, Inc.,

3054 Cornwallis Rd., Research Triangle Park, NC 27709. esis (Franzmann et al. 1995). By contrast, an estimated
E-mail: joshua.levin@syngenta.com 3500–4000 genes are predicted to be essential for em-
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lights (80–100 �E/sec/m2) with a 16-hr light and 8-hr darking average DNA losses of �90 kb (Vizir et al. 1994).
photoperiod. Seven and 14 days after being moved from 4�,Estimates from genetic studies of other eukaryotes are
the plates were screened with a dissecting microscope for

relatively similar to each other with respect to the pro- abnormal seedlings. For a line in which it was uncertain
portion of essential genes in a genome. In Saccharomyces whether the mutant phenotype was lethal, three mutant seed-

lings were transplanted to soil and grown at 18�–23� with 14.5cerevisiae 17% of the genes were shown to be essential
hr of light per day. For a given line, the mutant phenotypefor viability in rich medium by creating a collection of
was considered to be lethal only if all three mutant seedlingsmutant lines, each with the precise deletion of one open
died. For a small portion of the lines, it was necessary to

reading frame (ORF; Winzeler et al. 1999). For Caeno- rescreen a line by replating sterilized seeds on MS � 2%
rhabditis elegans, estimates range from 15% (Brenner sucrose media. This medium was used because it enabled us

to distinguish more easily between seedling-lethal mutants and1974; Herman 1988) to 25% (Stewart et al. 1998). Re-
sick nonmutant seedlings. It is possible that a few of thesecent studies with RNA interference suggest that �10%
lines had mutants that would have been inviable on MS mediaof C. elegans genes are essential (Fraser et al. 2000).
lacking sucrose, but were viable on media containing sucrose.

For Drosophila melanogaster, 28% of the genes have been Because such replated lines were screened only on media with
estimated to be essential (Bossy et al. 1984). sucrose, they would not have been identified as lethal in our

screen and the total number of lethal mutants may be slightlyIn this study, we have initiated a comprehensive func-
underestimated.tional genomics effort to identify the genes required

Cosegregation analysis: For T-DNA lines, �75–150 T2 seedsfor viability at the seedling stage of plant development.
were sterilized and grown on germination medium (GM;

Parallel efforts to identify genes required at the embryo Guyer et al. 1998) containing 30 mg/liter hygromycin B for
stage of development are described in McElver et al. pPCVICEn4HPT lines and 15 mg/liter Basta for pSKI015,

pCSA104, and pDAP101 lines. For a small number of lines,(2001). Because these genes encode essential proteins
only �40–75 plants were analyzed because there were notin Arabidopsis, this research may also have applications
enough seeds or there was poor germination. The ratio ofto the identification of new herbicidal compounds (Ward
resistant to sensitive seedlings (R:S ratio) was used to deter-

and Bernasconi 1999). From a screen of Arabidopsis mine the most likely number of insertion loci. If the R :S ratio
T-DNA and Ds insertion lines, we isolated �500 mutants was �6.0, the line most likely had a single insertion locus and
with a seedling-lethal phenotype as the first step in this 32 resistant seedlings were transplanted to soil. This cutoff

was derived empirically and was based on chi-square analysisprocess. Many of these mutants are likely to be required
and a strategy to prevent lines with a single insertion locusfor chloroplast function on the basis of phenotype and
being assigned to the two insertion loci category; this analysissequence data. In addition, mutant phenotypes, such may have led to a slight overestimate of the number of single

as elongated or reduced hypocotyls, may be due to the insertion lines. In most cases, siliques were screened for a po-
disruption of essential genes in signal transduction path- tential embryo-defective phenotype. If all the resistant plants

segregated progeny with an embryo phenotype, the line wasways. In light of the large-scale nature of the project,
considered “tagged.” If some, but not all, the resistant plantswe took alternative high-throughput approaches, en-
segregated progeny with an embryo-defective phenotype, theabling us to focus on the identification of DNA se- line was considered “not tagged.” If no embryo phenotype

quences for a large number of these genes. From coseg- was detected, seeds were collected from each resistant plant
regation analysis of �200 mutants, we were able to and plated on MS media with fungicides. If a seedling-lethal

phenotype was detected among the progeny of each of thedirectly compare the frequency of “tagged” mutants in
resistant plants, the line was considered tagged. For taggedT-DNA and Ac/Ds mutageneses. Finally, we present se-
mutants, the number of resistant plants checked for cosegrega-quence information for an initial set of genes that are tion of the selectable marker and the lethal phenotype was

essential for seedling growth and development. usually �30 and ranged from 24 to 59. If the R :S ratio was
�6.0 and �20, then 17 or more resistant seedlings were usually
transplanted to allow the identification in the next generation
of a “subfamily” that segregated a single insertion and theMATERIALS AND METHODS
seedling lethal phenotype. If an appropriate subfamily was
identified, cosegregation analysis proceeded as described forArabidopsis insertional mutant collections: All Ds lines were

generated according to Sundaresan et al. (1995) and gener- lines with a single insertion locus. If an appropriate subfamily
was not identified, the line was not analyzed further (Tableously provided by R. Martienssen (Cold Spring Harbor Labora-

tories), H. Ma (Pennsylvania State University), and U. Gross- 3). If the R :S ratio was �20, the line was not usually analyzed
because there were likely to be more than two insertion loci.niklaus (Zurich University). T-DNA lines were generated as

described in McElver et al. (2001). The T-DNA vectors in- Because of the possibility of having two insertion loci linked
to each other, R :S ratio data could not definitively determinecluded pPCVICEn4HPT, pSKI015, pCSA104, and pDAP101.

Arabidopsis seedling screening and growth conditions: Be- the number of insertion loci for every line analyzed. For a small
number of lines, cosegregation analysis was done according totween 50 and 75 seeds for each line were placed on MS media

[4.3 g/liter Murashige and Skoog salts (Life Technologies, McElver et al. (2001).
Experiments were performed similarly for Ds lines, exceptRockville, MD), 8 g/liter Phytagar (Life Technologies)] con-

taining the fungicides Benomyl (5 mg/liter; Sigma, St. Louis) 50 mg/liter kanamycin monosulfate was used. In addition, 20
Ds lines segregated only resistant progeny (Table 2), whichand Maxim (1 mg/liter; Syngenta, Greensboro, NC). Top agar

with fungicides, identical to MS media except with 6 g/liter indicated that each line was homozygous for a Ds element
and heterozygous for the lethal mutation (Tables 4 and 5).Phytagar, was added to spread out the seeds on each plate.

Plates were placed at 4� for 1–7 days to synchronize germina- This situation arose because F4 seeds derived from homozy-
gous F3 plants were used for some Ds lines, while T2 seedstion. Seedlings were germinated and grown at 19�–23� under
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derived from hemizygous T1 plants were used for T-DNA lines TCTACCGTTTCCGTTTCCGTTTAC 3�), 5b (5� TTACCTCG
GGTTCGAAATCGATCGGGATAA 3�), 5c (5� AAATCGGTTA(see results). Among these 20 lines, it is most likely that

each has a single Ds element that did not cosegregate with TACGATAACGGTCGGTACGGGA 3�), 3a (5� GGGTCTTGC
GGATCTGAATATATGTTTTCATGTGTG 3�), 3b (5� TACCGthe lethal phenotype. It remains possible that a very small

number of these lines contained two Ds elements and were AACAAAAATACCGGTTCCCGTCCGATTTCGAC 3�), and 3c
(5� GGATCGTATCGGTTTTCGATTACCGTATTTATCC 3�).tagged.

The following calculations provide an estimate of the accu- The DNA sequence of PCR products was determined as de-
scribed by McElver et al. (2001).racy of the cosegregation analysis. Although most lines desig-

nated as tagged contained an insertion that caused the lethal Confirmation of sequences flanking insertions: Results from
plasmid rescue experiments were confirmed either by South-phenotype, at a low frequency, it is possible that an apparently

tagged line had an insertion that was tightly linked to a second ern blot with a probe derived from the flanking genomic DNA
or by PCR with one primer in the insertion and the othermutation with a lethal phenotype but that no recombination

was detected between the two mutations. In this case, the line in the flanking genomic DNA. Results from TAIL-PCR were
confirmed by a second PCR reaction with a gene-specificis not truly tagged because the insertion did not disrupt the

gene responsible for the lethal phenotype. If no recombinant primer and an insertion-specific primer. For four T-DNA lines,
results were considered confirmed when the same borderplants were detected among 30 resistant plants analyzed, the

recombination frequency (p) between the insertion and a sequence was obtained from TAIL-PCR reactions with two or
more different arbitrary degenerate primers. Both borders ofhypothetical, linked second mutation was �0.034 (or 3.4 cM).

Thus, a hypothetical, linked mutation would have been within each insertion were identified and confirmed for all but three
of the lines.a 6.8-cM interval spanning the insertion. Each line used for

cosegregation is estimated to harbor about three mutations Photography and image processing: Plants were photo-
graphed with a DEI-750 video camera (Optronics Engineering,on the basis of the cosegregation frequency of 29–33% (Table

3); this estimate implies that on average there are one insertion Goleta, CA) and images were captured with Scion Image
(Scion Corporation, Frederick, MD) software. Images wereand two other mutations per line. With �550 cM in the Arabi-

dopsis genome (Schmidt 1998), the frequency of a hypotheti- adjusted for brightness, contrast, and color and assembled for
figures with Adobe (San Jose, CA) Photoshop (version 5.5).cal, linked mutation being in that 6.8-cM region is 2.5% [2 �

(6.8/550)]. Therefore, the designation of a line as tagged
based on cosegregation of the lethal phenotype and the se-
lectable marker is likely to be correct for 97.5% of the lines RESULTS
when 30 resistant plants were analyzed.

The cosegregation process, which consists of a single self- Isolation of seedling-lethal mutants: To identify mu-
cross of a heterozygote in most cases, served as an opportunity tants with a seedling-lethal phenotype, we screened both
for other mutations to segregate away from the seedling-lethal T-DNA and Ds transposon Arabidopsis mutant collec-mutations in these lines. Because of the large scale of the

tions. The generation of the T-DNA collection has beenexperiments, these mutants were not subjected to backcross-
described (McElver et al. 2001). For the T-DNA lines,ing. Based on the cosegregation data (Table 3), there are

likely to be only about three to five mutations in most lines, we screened T2 self progeny from a single T1 parent
which is much less than in standard Arabidopsis EMS seed (McElver et al. 2001), so that we expected to find one-
mutageneses based on the frequency of embryo-lethal mutants quarter homozygous mutant progeny for a line segregat-observed (Redei and Koncz 1992; McElver et al. 2001). It

ing a recessive mutation. We generally performed ourseems likely that most background mutations would not pre-
screening by examining the growth of seedlings on MSvent the detection of a seedling-lethal phenotype because they

would be weaker or affect processes later in development. media without sugar to allow us to identify the greatest
Molecular biology: Arabidopsis genomic DNA was prepared number of lethal mutants possible. Addition of sugar

according to Reiter et al. (1992) or using the Nucleon Phyto- to the media might rescue the phenotype of some mu-
Pure Plant DNA isolation kit (Amersham International, Buck-

tants that show lethality on media without sugar.inghamshire, England) or the Puregene DNA isolation kit
From 26,187 independent T-DNA lines, we isolated(Gentra Systems, Minneapolis) as modified by McElver et

407 lines segregating seedling-lethal mutants. Althoughal. (2001). Other procedures were carried out according to
standard methods (Ausubel et al. 1998). we used some T-DNA lines generated with an activation

Plasmid rescue: For each pPCVICEn4HPT and pSKI015 tagging vector (pPCVICEn4HPT and pSKI015, GenBank
T-DNA line with a tagged seedling-lethal mutation, genomic accession no. AF187951; Walden et al. 1994; Weigel etDNA was isolated from tissue collected from either heterozy-

al. 2000), we did not observe any dominant or semidomi-gotes or a mixture of homozygotes, heterozygotes, and wild-
nant lethal mutants in this screen. Dominant lethal mu-type plants. Following Southern blot analysis to determine

appropriate restriction enzymes to use for plasmid rescue, tations would presumably die in the T1 generation so
genomic DNA was cut with an appropriate restriction enzyme that they would not be present in the T2 progeny. The
to rescue the right or left border of the T-DNA. The ligated frequency of seedling-lethal mutants identified fromgenomic DNA was transformed into Escherichia coli cells and

the activation tagging lines (1.52%; 55/3609) and theampicillin-resistant colonies were isolated. Plasmid clones
frequency from the other T-DNA lines (1.56%; 352/from these colonies were analyzed by restriction enzyme diges-

tion and sequenced to determine the location of the insertion 22,578) are essentially identical. This result suggests that
in the Arabidopsis genome. most of the mutants identified in the activation tagging

Thermal asymmetric interlaced PCR: Thermal asymmetric lines were the result of loss of gene function rather than
interlaced (TAIL)-PCR (Liu et al. 1995) was performed as

altered gene function. In addition, molecular analysis ofmodified by McElver et al. (2001). The arbitrary degenerate
the tagged seedling-lethal mutants indicated that mostprimers and T-DNA primers used are described in McElver

et al. (2001). The Ds nested primers used were 5a (5� ACTAGC of the lines have a T-DNA disrupting an ORF (see be-
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low). When an ORF is disrupted by a T-DNA, it is most
likely that the protein function is disrupted rather than
being misexpressed.

To make a direct comparison between T-DNA lines
and Ds transposon lines, we also screened a large collec-
tion of Ds lines (Sundaresan et al. 1995). This collection
was generated by crossing parental Ac and Ds lines and
selecting for F2 progeny with transposition events un-
linked to the original Ac and Ds elements. This approach
provided the opportunity to identify insertions into
most of the genome (Parinov et al. 1999). F3 seeds from
each F2 plant were collected individually and a stock
of F4 seeds was sometimes created by collecting seeds
from kanamycin-resistant F3 progeny. Using the same
seedling screening protocol as for the T-DNA lines, we
screened F3 or F4 progeny from 12,196 lines and identi-
fied 98 lines with a seedling-lethal mutant phenotype.
Unlike the T-DNA lines, most of the Ds lines in the
collection were not screened for an embryo-defective
phenotype.

Phenotypic classes: The seedling-lethal mutants dis-
played a wide range of phenotypes, which were classified
as affecting pigmentation and/or morphology (Figures
1 and 2). Among the T-DNA and Ds insertion mutants,
the frequencies of pigmentation (81% vs. 79%), pig-
mentation and morphology (11% vs. 12%), and mor-
phology (8% vs. 9%) mutants were nearly identical (Ta-
ble 1). This distribution of mutants seems to differ from
that obtained in another large-scale seedling mutant
screen that found only 50% of seedling mutants had
defects in pigmentation but not morphology (Jurgens
et al. 1991). This difference might stem from the other
screen having used a different classification scheme or
not having been limited to lethal mutants. The fre-
quency of pigmentation subclasses in our study was also
comparable between the two mutant populations (Table
1). The albino, yellow, and pale green mutants (Table
1 and Figure 1, A, B, and E–H), which were the majority
of the mutants, included a range of pigmentation phe-
notypes and the assignment of mutants to these sub-
classes was based on visual inspection. We isolated 12
mutants exhibiting an albino phenotype on media with-
out sucrose and a striking purple-tinted (“fusca”) phe-
notype superimposed on the albino phenotype on me-
dia containing sucrose (Figure 1, C and D). Because
only a subset of mutants were grown on both types of Figure 1.—Seedling-lethal pigmentation phenotypes. (A)

GT0946, albino, no leaves (day 15). (B) 4036, albino, withmedia, there are likely to be more mutants in this sub-
leaves (day 14). (C) 4788, albino (day 7). (D) 4788, fusca (dayclass that have been classified in this study as albino.
7). (E) 245, pale green (day 14). (F) GT6839, yellow leaves,About 1 week after germination on media containing
albino cotyledons (day 12). (G) GT1209, yellow, small cotyle-

sucrose, the purple coloration begins to fade and the dons, reduced root growth (day 14). (H) GT0992, yellow,
seedlings gradually appear more like typical albinos. small cotyledons, reduced root growth (day 14). (I) 5007,

white leaves, green cotyledons (day 14). (J) 2973, fusca cotyle-Wild-type Arabidopsis seedlings grown on media with
dons with purple dots (day 18). (K) 22084, dark green, cotyle-sucrose exhibit a much milder version of this purple
dons not separated (day 14). (L) 22433, dark green, variablephenotype, which is due to anthocyanin accumulation,
cotyledon number and size, short thick hypocotyl, little root

particularly in the hypocotyl at its junction with the co- growth (day 13). All seedlings were grown on MS media,
tyledons and along the edges of the cotyledons (Kubasek except B and E were supplemented with 5% sucrose and D,

F, and K were supplemented with 2% sucrose.et al. 1992). Two mutants had a distinctive phenotype
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Figure 2.—Seedling-lethal morphological phenotypes. (A) 3963, (right) small leaves with irregular margins (arrows) and a
wild-type sibling (left). (B) 44446, no leaves, three small cotyledons, thick hypocotyl, reduced root growth. (C) 59928, no leaves,
short thick hypocotyl. (D) 55582, single concave cotyledon, reduced hypocotyl, very little root growth (not visible). (E) 59438,
single cotyledon, two small leaves (arrow), reduced hypocotyl, no root. (F) 59930, single cotyledon. (G) ET4386, two seedlings
with variable cotyledon number, disrupted phyllotaxy, little root growth. (H) 58972, stubby cotyledons, variable cotyledon number,
very little root growth. (I) 47091, variably shaped cotyledons, possibly four cotyledons, reduced hypocotyl, very little root growth.
(J) 59270, two seedlings with three or four cotyledons, short and thick hypocotyl, little root growth. (K) 59095, no leaves, small
closed cotyledons, short and thick hypocotyl, very little root growth. (L) ET5262, no leaves, small closed cotyledons, little root
growth. (M) 58424, no leaves. (N) 57348, elongated hypocotyl (arrowheads), small leaves, pale green. (O) 46153, two seedlings
with an elongated hypocotyl (arrowheads), elongated leaf petioles (arrows). (P) GT5602, small cotyledons, reduced hypocotyl,
very little root growth. (Q) 54196, no root (arrowhead), short hypocotyl. (R) 5283, seedlings with very little root growth compared
with wild-type (Col-0) seedling, variable cotyledon defect (arrowheads). (S) Col-0, root with small root hairs. (T) 5283, root with
decreased overall length and longer root hairs compared to S. All seedlings were grown on MS media, except C, D, M, N, and
R were supplemented with 2% sucrose and S and T were grown on GM. Seedlings in R, S, and T were grown on plates placed
at a slant so that the roots would grow on the agar surface.
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TABLE 2TABLE 1

Seedling-lethal phenotypic classes Number of insertion loci in seedling-lethal mutants

No. of insertion locia T-DNA (%)b Ds transposon (%)bNo. of lines (%)a

Single locus 90 (53) 72 (94)Phenotypic classb T-DNA Ds transposon
Two loci 35 (21) 5 (6)

Pigmentationc 375 89 More than two loci 44 (26) 0 (0)
Albino 131 (32) 29 (30) Not determined 238c 21d

Yellow or pale greend 216 (53) 52 (53)
a Number of loci was determined from the ratio of resistantDark green 9 (2) 4 (4)

to sensitive (R:S) seedlings on appropriate selective media.Fuscae 3 (1) 2 (2)
Single locus, R :S � 6.0; two loci, 6.0 � R :S � 20; more thanWhite true leaves f 2 (0.5) 0 (0)
two loci, R :S � 20.Other g 14 (3) 2 (2)

b Number of lines in each category is listed. Percentages doMorphology only 32 (8) 9 (9)
not include the “not determined” lines.

a Percentages do not add to 100 because of rounding. Pig- c Includes 2 lines with all sensitive progeny.
mentation mutant percentages are only shown for subclasses. d Includes 20 lines with all resistant progeny that are likely

b Classification as a morphological mutant is limited to mu- to be homozygous for the Ds element.
tants with abnormalities other than smaller organs. Mutants
with no roots or very little roots are included, but those with
some root growth (greater than �3 mm) are not. lings of a given mutant line. More than 40 mutants

c Subclasses of pigmentation mutants are listed in indented exhibited a short, thick, or reduced hypocotyl (Figure
rows below. They include 44 T-DNA and 12 Ds mutants with

2, B–D and H). Four mutants displayed an elongatedboth pigmentation and morphology defects.
hypocotyl (Figure 2, N and O). Previously isolated elon-d Includes pale green then albino, yellow/green, yellow/

brown, pale yellow, and yellow then albino. gated hypocotyl mutants, which affected gibberellic acid
e Fusca (purple) includes dark green/purple. or light signal transduction, were viable (Jacobsen and
f White true leaves and green cotyledons. Olszewski 1993; Briggs and Huala 1999; Reed et al.g Includes three other subclasses: albino without sucrose and

2000), so that these essential genes might define novelfusca with sucrose in media, green without sucrose and fusca
components in these pathways. Ethylene and auxin arewith sucrose, and albino cotyledons with green true leaves.
also known to control hypocotyl elongation (Collett
et al. 2000). More than 30 mutants had very little or no
root growth (Figure 2, P–R). For mutant 5283, althoughof green cotyledons and small white leaves (Figure 1I).

This phenotype has been observed previously in Arabi- we saw increased root growth on media with sucrose
(Figure 2T) compared to media without sucrose (Figuredopsis for mutants in the TZ, TH-1, and PY genes, which

are likely to encode thiamin biosynthetic genes (Li and 2R), there was still considerably less root elongation
than in wild type (Figure 2S). Several genetic screensRedei 1969; Koornneef and Hanhart 1981). Both of

these mutants seem to be thiamin auxotrophs because have identified mutants that lack roots or have reduced
root systems, but the number of Arabidopsis genes withthey appeared normal when grown on media supple-

mented with 0.1 mm thiamin (data not shown). Eleven this mutant phenotype remains unclear (Mayer et al.
1991; Cheng et al. 1995; Berleth et al. 1996; Scheresof 13 dark green lethal mutants also displayed morpho-

logical defects (for example, Figure 1, K and L), which et al. 1996).
Because many of the seedling-lethal mutants exhib-may imply that the dark green phenotype is indicative

of a type of defect different from other pigmentation ited defects soon after germination, these mutants were
also examined for phenotypes during embryogenesis.defects. A dark green leaf phenotype has been reported

for dwarf mutants with a deficiency in either brassinost- For the T-DNA lines, 191 of 407 seedling-lethal mutants
had a detectable embryo-defective phenotype (data noteroid or gibberellic acid hormonal pathways and it has

been suggested that this defect may be due to smaller shown; McElver et al. 2001). For the Ds lines, 35 of
72 examined seedling-lethal mutants had a detectablecell size (Clouse et al. 1996; Bennett et al. 1998).

In addition to the pigmentation-defective lethal mu- embryo-defective phenotype (data not shown). Gener-
ally, these embryo phenotypes appeared late in em-tants, mutants were isolated with a wide array of morpho-

logical defects (Figure 2). We observed phenotypes bryogenesis, for example, as pale mature or albino em-
bryos.ranging from those that seemed to affect only a single

structure to others that seemed to affect all seedling Genetic analysis of mutants: Because Arabidopsis in-
sertional mutants also contain noninsertional muta-structures (leaves, cotyledons, hypocotyl, and roots). Mu-

tant 3963 appeared normal, except for small leaves with tions, it was necessary to determine whether an insertion
cosegregated with the seedling-lethal phenotype. If theirregular margins (Figure 2A). For lethals with defects

in cotyledon number, either a single cotyledon (Figure insertion cosegregated with the lethal phenotype, the
mutant was considered tagged, but if the insertion did2, D–F) or multiple cotyledons (Figure 2, B and G–J),

the number of cotyledons often varied among the seed- not cosegregate with the lethal phenotype, the line was
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TABLE 3

Cosegregation analysis

Tagged?a T-DNA (%)b Ds transposon (%)b

Yes 32 (29) 32 (33)
No 80 (71) 66 (67)
Not determined (two insert loci)c 7 0
Not determined (high insert no.)d 41 0

a “Tagged” implies that the lethal phenotype and the selectable marker always cosegregated together.
b Number of lines in each category is listed. Percentages do not include the “not determined” lines.
c No subfamily with a low R :S ratio and segregating the mutant phenotype was identified.
d Lines with R :S ratios �20 were usually not analyzed for cosegregation.

considered not tagged and a noninsertional mutation periments were confirmed either by Southern blot or
by PCR (see materials and methods). For Ds lineswas likely to be the cause of the lethal phenotype. From

the initial R :S ratio in cosegregation analysis, the num- ET2614 and GT2929, we were unable to clearly identify
the essential gene due to a Ds insertion into the indoleber of insertion loci in a line was determined (see mate-

rials and methods; Table 2). Based on the segregation acetic acid hydrolase (iaaH) negative selectable marker,
which might have been linked to the lethal mutationof the selectable markers, 54% of the T-DNA lines had

a single insertion locus, while 94% of the Ds lines had (Sundaresan et al. 1995; Parinov et al. 1999). For 10
of 64 mutants, no confirmed Arabidopsis genomic se-a single insertion locus. The higher number of insertion

loci per line in the T-DNA lines probably explains the quence flanking an insertion was recovered (Table 4).
For 15 of the remaining 54 mutants, it was not possiblehigher frequency of seedling-lethal mutants isolated

from the T-DNA population compared to the Ds popula- to easily assign the gene that was responsible for the
lethal phenotype because an insertion was between twotion. From the cosegregation analysis, we identified 32

T-DNA and 32 Ds lines as tagged (Table 3). The fre- genes or it was accompanied by a deletion or re-
arrangement affecting more than one gene (Table 4).quency of tagged lines in both populations was about

one-third. Chromosomal rearrangements have been reported pre-
viously for T-DNA lines (Castle et al. 1993; Nacry etWe refer to the mutants by line number and have

not named the corresponding genes because the large al. 1996). Additional analysis of 30 of 37 genes disrupted
in these seedling-lethal mutants included the identifi-number of mutants isolated in this study made the use

of complementation tests or genetic mapping ineffi- cation, either experimentally or from GenBank, of a
cDNA clone that contained the entire protein-codingcient for this purpose. Instead, we used the molecular

position of an insertion in the Arabidopsis genome to sequence (G. J. Budziszewski and J. Z. Levin, unpub-
lished results).identify mutants with disruptions of the same gene.

Molecular analysis of mutants: For each tagged seed- Molecular analysis of the tagged seedling-lethal mu-
ling-lethal mutant line identified, we attempted to iden-
tify the DNA sequence of the gene or genes disrupted by

TABLE 4the insertion. Table 4 shows a summary of this molecular
analysis. Initially to isolate Arabidopsis genomic DNA Molecular analysis of tagged lines
sequences adjacent to T-DNA insertions, we used a plas-
mid rescue approach (Holsters et al. 1982) and ob- Analysis category T-DNA Ds transposon
tained flanking sequences for 12 of 13 lines. Although

Tagged mutants analyzed 32 32
plasmid rescue was an effective tool to identify genomic No flanking sequence obtaineda 5 0
sequence flanking insertions, we subsequently switched Insertion in iaaH gene 0 2c

to TAIL-PCR (Liu et al. 1995) because it allowed a higher No flanking sequence confirmedb 2 1c

Essential gene not identifiedd 11 4throughput. We used TAIL-PCR experiments to identify
Essential gene identified 14 25eflanking sequences for 15 of 19 T-DNA lines. We used

only TAIL-PCR for Ds insertions, which lack the se- a Results from plasmid rescue and/or TAIL-PCR.
quence elements necessary for plasmid rescue, and ob- b Lines were not analyzed further.

c Line ET2614 is counted only in the insertion in the iaaHtained flanking sequences for 31 of 32 lines. BLASTn
gene category, but it also had another TAIL-PCR sequence(Altschul et al. 1997) was used to identify the insertion
that could not be confirmed by PCR.position in Arabidopsis genomic sequence entries in d Lines with possible rearrangements, multigene deletions,

GenBank. Additional BLAST searches identified genes and insertions between two genes in which the essential gene
with sequence similarity from Arabidopsis and other was not identified.

e Three of the 25 Ds mutant lines disrupt the same gene.species. Results from plasmid rescue and TAIL-PCR ex-
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TABLE 5

Sequence data for lines with a seedling-lethal phenotype

Nucleotide
accession

Linea Seedling phenotype no.b Insertion sitesc Chr.d Protein function (gene)e

245 Pale green AL137080 6600 3 Peptide chain release factor 2 (E. coli RF-2)
868 Albino AL161515 93008, 4 N/A

134144f

1055 Albino AL161542 9579, 9637 4 CLA1, d-1-deoxyxylulose-5-phosphate synthaseg

2490 Pale green AB008270 37913 5 Cp protein import (B. napus Toc36)h

3963 Abnormal leaves, small AB010695 37129 5 DNA repair nuclease (S. cerevisiae MRE11)
4036 Albino AB009053 31380, 31412 5 d-1-Deoxyxylulose-5-phosphate reductoisomerase
4144 Pale green AL161515 118366 4 Cp ATP synthase 	-subunit (tobacco atpD)h

4788 Albino; fusca (sucrose)i AC002505 60451 2 Pyrimidine permease (maize Lpe1)
5283 Reduced root AC004473 32858 1 RNA splicing (S. cerevisiae PRP31)
45928 Surface blotchy and AC025416 33063, 33066 1 KEULE, vesicle traffickingg

rough
ET1158 Albino AC005936 5647, 5655 2 Zn finger (potato PCP1)
ET4401 Albino AC002062 58754 1 Unknown functionf

AC010796 5642 1 Between two genes f

ET5262 No root or leaves AC026238 1505, 1513 1 
-1,3-Endoglucanase-like (wheat E13B)
ET5745 Fusca AL161516 172038 4 DET1g

GT0946 Albino AC004136 21164, 21173 2 4-Diphosphocytidyl-2C-methyl-d-erythritol
synthase

GT1209 Pale yellow AC007592 33100 1 Unknown function
GT1354 Albino AC006533 54823, 54823 2 Unknown function
GT1802 Yellow AL161496 91363, 91370 4 Cytochrome b6 -f complex iron-sulfur subunit

(spinach)
GT1998 Albino AC006072 42110 2 PAC, Cp mRNA maturation?g,h

GT6839 Pale yellow, then albino AC006837 84110, 84111 2 tatC, Cp protein importh

GT8096 Yellow, then albino AC006837 83652, 83659 2 tatC, Cp protein importh

ET7536 Yellow AC006837 84166, 84172 2 tatC, Cp protein importh

a Ds lines start with “ET” or “GT.” Other lines are T-DNA.
b Arabidopsis genomic sequence (GenBank).
c Position of insertion within nucleotide accession. If only one site is listed, the sequence flanking the other border was not

determined precisely. Small deletions often accompanied an insertion. For the Ds lines, an 8-bp duplication was often observed.
d The chromosome location based on sequence identity with a genomic sequence entry in GenBank.
e Protein functions and similar genes assigned on the basis of BLAST searches. Characterized genes not from Arabidopsis list

the organism in parentheses. Expect values from BLASTP searches for protein reported were �10�17.
f Line appears to have a deletion or rearrangement affecting more than one gene.
g Arabidopis mutants are known for CLA1 (Mandel et al. 1996), KEULE (Assaad et al. 2001), DET1 (Pepper et al. 1994), and

PAC (Reiter et al. 1994).
h Cp, chloroplast.
i Albino phenotype without sucrose in media; fusca phenotype with sucrose in media.

tants revealed that a diverse set of genes is essential seedling-lethal phenotypes: DET1 (Pepper et al. 1994),
CLA1 (Mandel et al. 1996), KEULE (Assaad et al. 2001),for seedling viability. Table 5 shows the locations of

insertions within Arabidopsis genomic clones and the and PALE CRESS (PAC ; Reiter et al. 1994), which may
have a role in chloroplast mRNA maturation (Meureridentities of genes disrupted in 20 of the 39 mutants

for which the gene responsible could be deduced (Table et al. 1998). Disruption of the translational apparatus
resulted in pigmentation-defective lethal phenotypes in5). A detailed molecular characterization of the re-

maining 19 mutants will be presented in a future article. line 245. Line 245 had a defect in a putative peptide
chain release factor, which was predicted by TargetPFor two other lines, 868 and ET4401, the gene responsi-

ble for the seedling-lethal phenotype could not be iden- (Emanuelsson et al. 2000) to be localized in the mito-
chondria. Disruption of the photosynthetic apparatustified (Table 5). Line 868 appears to contain a re-

arrangement or deletion that spans a region including also resulted in pigmentation-defective lethal pheno-
types in lines 4144, with a defect in a putative chloroplastthe gene disrupted in line 4144, so that the lethal pheno-

types of these two lines might be due to the inactivation ATP synthase 	-subunit, and GT1802, with a defect in
a putative cytochrome b6-f complex iron-sulfur subunit.of the same gene. Among those genes identified in

Table 5 are four that were previously shown to have Antisense experiments with two similar genes in tobacco
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resulted in plants with extremely slow growth due to and antibacterial drugs that are based on the compound
fosmidomycin (Rohmer 1998).decreases in photosynthesis (Price et al. 1995). In con-

Chloroplast protein translocation: Two of the mutantstrast to these four lines, the identification of a putative
identified in this study may disrupt the translocation ofRNA splicing gene as defective in line 5283, which exhib-
nuclear-encoded proteins into the chloroplast. Most ofited reduced root growth and variable defects in the
these proteins are imported by protein complexes com-number and shape of cotyledons and leaves (Figure 1,
posed of Toc (translocons of the outer envelope of chlo-R and T), did not provide a clear explanation of the
roplasts) and Tic (translocons of the inner envelope ofdefect in this mutant; however, these data can be used
chloroplasts) proteins (Schleiff and Soll 2000). Afteras a starting point in future studies of this mutant. Con-
import into the chloroplast, four pathways are proposedsistent with the mutant phenotype, the mRNA for the
to be involved in the translocation of proteins into orgene disrupted in line 5283 is detected by Northern
across the thylakoid membrane (Robinson et al. 2001).blot analysis in both roots and aboveground seedling
Membrane proteins are translocated by an SRP-depen-tissues (data not shown). In summary, the predicted
dent or spontaneous pathway. Lumen proteins are trans-roles for the identified essential genes (Table 5) indicate
located by a Sec-dependent or �pH-dependent pathway.that a diverse set of pathways and processes within the
Line 2490, which had a pale green phenotype, con-plant contain an essential component.
tained a disruption in a gene similar to the pea Tic40Nonmevalonate isoprenoid pathway mutants: Three
(Stahl et al. 1999) and Brassica napus Toc36 genes (Koof the genes identified in this study disrupt the recently
et al. 1995; Table 5). Tic40 has been shown to be andiscovered nonmevalonate isoprenoid pathway. In plants,
inner chloroplast envelope-localized protein acting intwo independent pathways are responsible for the syn-
protein translocation and displays some sequence simi-thesis of isoprenoids: a cytosolic acetate/mevalonate
larity to Hsp70 interacting proteins, but its exact rolepathway and a plastidic nonmevalonate 1-deoxy-d-xylu-
remains unclear. Although some Arabidopsis chloro-lose-5-phosphate pathway (reviewed in Lichtenthaler
plast protein translocation mutants, e.g., ppi2 (Bauer et1999 and Lichtenthaler et al. 2000). Initial studies
al. 2000) and 2490, display lethal phenotypes, othersin Scenedesmus olbiquus suggested that such a pathway
such as ppi1 (Jarvis et al. 1998), ffc, and chaos (Amin etexisted, but it was unclear whether there was redun-
al. 1999) have a pale nonlethal phenotype that might bedancy between the two pathways (Schwender et al.
a result of partial functional redundancy among import1996). Subsequently, the genes involved in this pathway
pathways. Lines GT6839, GT8096, and ET7536, whichhave been identified and characterized in E. coli. We
had a yellow phenotype (Figure 1F), contained a disrup-identified albino seedling-lethal mutants disrupting
tion in the Arabidopsis homolog of the E. coli tatC gene

genes encoding the first three enzymes in this pathway.
(Table 5; Bogsch et al. 1998; Mori et al. 1999). The pea

This phenotype was likely due to a block in the forma- tatC protein has been shown to be required for the
tion of carotenoids, phytol side chains of chlorophylls, thylakoid �pH-dependent pathway in vitro (Mori et al.
and plastoquinone-9, which are products of this path- 2001). Maize mutants in the tha4 and hcf106 genes,
way. The first enzyme, 1-deoxy-d-xylulose-5-phosphate which are similar to E. coli tatA and tatB, disrupt this
synthase (DXS), converts pyruvate and glyceraldehyde pathway and have a seedling-lethal phenotype (Settles
3-phosphate to 1-deoxy-d-xylulose-5-phosphate (Lois et et al. 1997; Walker et al. 1999).
al. 1998). Line 1055 disrupts the Arabidopsis gene en- Predicted localization of essential seedling proteins:
coding DXS (Table 5), which has been previously identi- In light of the large fraction of seedling-lethal mutants
fied as CLA1 on the basis of its albino mutant phenotype with pigmentation defects (Table 1), we attempted to
(Mandel et al. 1996). The second enzyme, 1-deoxy- determine whether these mutants had molecular de-
d-xylulose-5-phosphate reductoisomerase (DXR), con- fects in chloroplast function. We used the TargetP pro-
verts 1-deoxy-d-xylulose-5-phosphate to 2-C-methyl-d-ery- gram (Emanuelsson et al. 2000) to predict whether the
thritol 4-phosphate (Takahashi et al. 1998) and the genes identified in this study encode proteins contain-
Arabidopsis homolog has been cloned and character- ing chloroplast transit peptides (CTPs) at their N termini.
ized (Schwender et al. 1999). Line 4036 (Figure 1B) TargetP is reported to be the most accurate method
shows that the Arabidopsis homolog is an essential gene. for predicting the presence of CTPs and is estimated
The third enzyme, 4-diphosphocytidyl-2C-methylerythritol to be correct for 85% of plant proteins. In most cases,
synthase, converts 2-C-methyl-d-erythritol 4-phosphate the coding region for these proteins was derived from
and CTP to 4-diphosphocytidyl-2C-methyl-d-erythritol full-length cDNA sequences (data not shown). Nine of
(Rohdich et al. 1999) and the Arabidopsis homolog has 13 genes from mutants with only a pigmentation pheno-
been cloned and characterized (Rohdich et al. 2000). type in Table 5 were predicted to contain a CTP. Analysis
Line GT0946 (Figure 1A) shows that the Arabidopsis of a larger set of 30 essential genes identified from
homolog is also an essential gene. Interestingly, the mutants with only a pigmentation phenotype in this
enzymes in this pathway are not found in animals and study indicated that 21 genes were predicted to contain

a CTP (J. Z. Levin, unpublished results). None of thehave been proposed to be novel targets for herbicides
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four genes from mutants with morphological pheno- per et al. 1994) in line ET5745 (Table 5). A high propor-
tion of seedling-lethal mutants with pigmentation de-types in Table 5 was predicted to contain a CTP (data

not shown). Analysis of three additional genes from fects are likely to affect nuclear-encoded chloroplast
proteins. Seedling development seems to depend pri-mutants with morphological phenotypes in this study

predicted these genes also would not contain a CTP (J. Z. marily on chloroplast function because of the need for
energy. This hypothesis is supported by the ability ofLevin, unpublished results). Among all Arabidopsis

proteins, �14% are predicted by TargetP to have CTPs sucrose to bypass the need for light in dark-grown wild-
type Arabidopsis seedlings that were able to flower when(Arabidopsis Genome Initiative 2000). These results

show a significant enrichment of chloroplast proteins in grown on vertical petri dishes with sucrose-containing
media (Roldan et al. 1999). Although many complexthe pigmentation-defective mutant class.

Gene family membership: In light of the high fre- processes involve the chloroplast during seedling devel-
opment, such as coordination of plastid and nuclearquency of genes belonging to gene families in Arabi-

dopsis (Arabidopsis Genome Initiative 2000), we ana- gene expression (Susek et al. 1993), it is unclear whether
these functions have an essential component beyondlyzed the genes identified in this study as essential for

seedling viability for their membership in gene families. the need for energy.
Beyond the usefulness of the identification of a loss-In an analysis of the entire genome, 65% of Arabidopsis

genes were considered to be members of gene families of-function phenotype for a gene, each mutant can be
a starting point for future detailed characterization ofon the basis of BLAST (Altschul et al. 1997) and

FASTA (Pearson and Lipman 1988) analyses (Arabi- specific cellular and developmental processes. This col-
lection of seedling-lethal mutants could be a resourcedopsis Genome Initiative 2000). Using the same crite-

ria, we determined that 44% of the 18 essential genes for such experiments. The application of other func-
tional genomic methods, such as mRNA or metaboliteidentified in Table 5 were members of gene families.

Three of these essential genes are in gene families with profiling, to these seedling-lethal mutants may yield a
greater understanding of the roles these genes play intwo members; 1 is in a gene family with three members;

1 is in a gene family with four members; and 3 are plant growth and development. In particular, mutants
disrupting the nonmevalonate isoprenoid pathway (Ta-in gene families with more than five members. This

distribution is similar to that found for the entire ge- ble 5) could shed light on the regulation of these genes
and metabolites within this newly discovered biosyn-nome (Arabidopsis Genome Initiative 2000). Analy-

sis of a larger set of 37 essential genes identified from thetic pathway.
Seedling-lethal mutants have been identified pre-mutants in this study indicated that 41% are members

of gene families (J. Z. Levin, unpublished results). viously in other types of genetic screens, including those
for pigmentation defects. High chlorophyll fluores-
cence (hcf) occurs in plants when there is a reduction

DISCUSSION
in photosynthetic activity beyond photosystem II and it
can be visually detected as red plants in response to UVWith the determination of the genome sequence of

Arabidopsis complete, the challenge for plant biologists irradiation. In a screen for hcf mutants, 23 of the 34
Arabidopsis mutants identified were also seedling le-is to understand the function of every gene. It is esti-

mated that there are �25,500 genes in Arabidopsis (Ar- thals (Meurer et al. 1996). Although it is unresolved
how many genes can mutate to a hcf phenotype, thereabidopsis Genome Initiative 2000), but only a small

fraction of them have been characterized. Determina- is clearly an overlap between mutants that could be
found in a hcf screen and those identified in this studytion of the function of all Arabidopsis genes is a goal

of the Arabidopsis research community before the year as seedling lethal. Only 5 of the 130 maize hcf mutants
identified were allelic with each other, indicating that2010 (Chory et al. 2000). One approach to this problem

is to generate large insertional mutant collections and this is a large class of genes (Miles 1994). Molecular
analysis of a limited number of maize hcf genes hasto use them to identify mutants in each of the predicted

genes (reviewed in Parinov and Sundaresan 2000). revealed chloroplast proteins acting in protein translo-
cation (Settles et al. 1997), mRNA processing andWith the aim of identifying the genes necessary for seed-

ling viability, we isolated and molecularly characterized translation (Fisk et al. 1999), and translation (Schultes
et al. 2000). Genes identified in our study play roles inArabidopsis seedling-lethal mutants on a genome-wide

scale. Using both T-DNA and Ds insertion mutant popu- these processes as well (Table 5). A screen for chloro-
phyll-deficient xantha Arabidopsis mutants identifiedlations, we isolated �500 seedling-lethal mutants and

molecularly characterized �50 genes disrupted in these many mutants but focused on seven genes specifically
affecting chlorophyll synthesis or integration into themutants. Among these essential genes are some that

might be considered “housekeeping genes” such as a photosynthetic membrane (Runge et al. 1995).
Multiple large-scale duplication events during the lastpeptide release factor in line 245 and an ATP synthase

subunit in line 4144 and others that might be classified 200 million years have been proposed to explain the
extensive duplication within the Arabidopsis genomeas “developmental regulatory genes” such as DET1 (Pep-
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(Vision et al. 2000). As a result of these duplications, of T-DNA lines segregated a seedling-lethal mutant, sug-
gesting that 320–480 genes are in this class. Third, onlyArabidopsis is reported to have 65% of its genes within

gene families compared to only 29% for S. cerevisiae, 28% 1 gene was mutated more than once among the 54
tagged lines characterized molecularly. Thus, the molec-for D. melanogaster, and 45% for C. elegans (Arabidopsis

Genome Initiative 2000). Members of gene families ular analysis will require additional information on mul-
tiple alleles before we can use this criterion to determinecan exhibit functional redundancy, depending on the ex-

tent of divergence of function by changes in their coding the extent of saturation.
As part of our seedling-lethal screen, we performedsequences and/or expression patterns. It will be valuable

to determine the extent of functional redundancy within a large-scale direct comparison of T-DNA and Ds tran-
sposon insertional mutagenesis methods in Arabidopsis.the entire Arabidopsis genome. An interesting example

of partial redundancy within gene families has been The spectrum of phenotypes obtained in each screen
appears to be similar (Table 1). Many of the differencesreported for the Arabidopsis CAULIFLOWER and APET-

ALA1 genes in which double mutants have a dramatic between the methods result in T-DNA lines being more
complex to analyze than Ds lines. On average, T-DNAcauliflower-like floral meristem defect, while cauliflower

single mutants have a wild-type phenotype and apetala1 lines had more insertion loci per line than Ds lines
(Table 2). At a given insertion locus, a T-DNA line oftensingle mutants have a milder floral-defective phenotype

(Kempin et al. 1995). For the large R2R3 MYB transcrip- had more than one copy and the insertion frequently
was partially rearranged, while the Ds elements showedtion factor gene family, it appears that there may be con-

siderable functional redundancy as a significant number no evidence of rearrangements (data not shown).
T-DNA lines were more likely to affect multiple genesof genes have no visible single mutant phenotype, al-

though further study may reveal subtle phenotypes or to have an insertion between two predicted genes.
We attempted to identify the gene disrupted by an inser-(Meissner et al. 1999). Somewhat surprisingly, 41% of

the genes found in this study to be essential for seedling tion in 32 T-DNA lines and 32 Ds lines. Among the 15
tagged lines analyzed in which the essential gene couldviability are members of gene families. For these genes,

no other gene family member can replace the function not be identified for these reasons, only 4 were Ds lines
(Table 4). We obtained a similar frequency of taggedof the mutated gene. While it is possible that all the

members of a gene family have the same function and mutants in both populations (Table 3). This frequency
reflects the number of mutations in a line other thanthe lethal phenotype is the result of a decrease in the

aggregate level of gene function below a threshold, it insertions carrying the selectable marker. Most of these
mutations are likely to be point mutations or partialseems more likely that there has been a divergence in

function for these genes. One other possibility is that insertion copies that might be caused by DNA-modifying
enzymes involved in T-DNA insertion or transposition.members of a gene family encode proteins that function

nonredundantly in different cellular compartments, e.g., The frequency of 29% for T-DNA mutants is similar to
the 36% found by Castle et al. (1993) and the 34%cytoplasm and chloroplast. These results suggest that

many of the members of gene families in Arabidopsis reported by McElver et al. (2001). Finding only 33%
of the Ds mutants were tagged was a surprise to us.may have nonredundant functions.

Although we isolated �500 seedling lethals, our re- Previous reports of Ds transposon tagging frequency in
Arabidopsis suggested a higher rate might be found.search program is ongoing and additional effort will be

required to establish exactly how many genes can mutate However, these estimates were based on analysis of fewer
mutants. Because each Ac/Ds system was slightly differ-to this phenotype. An estimate of how close we are to

saturation in this screen can be made in several ways. ent, it is not possible to definitively determine the causes
of the reported tagged-mutant frequency. For the twoFirst, for a phenotypic class with a known number of

genes based on previous saturation mutageneses, we largest studies reported, 15 of 29 (Long et al. 1997) and
4 of 28 (Altmann et al. 1995) mutants were tagged. Incan compare the number of mutants isolated in this

study. We detected five mutants with a fusca phenotype three smaller studies, 3 of 5 (Bancroft et al. 1993), 3
of 4 (Long et al. 1993), and 2 of 6 (Bhatt et al. 1996)(Table 1) and 10 genes could have been detected in a

seedling screen (Misera et al. 1994). We detected two mutants were tagged. What might be the reason for
these differences? It is possible that the low frequencyseedling-lethal mutants with white leaves and thiamin

auxotrophy (Table 1) and 3 genes with this phenotype obtained by Altmann et al. (1995) was due to the ab-
sence of selection against the continued presence ofare known (Koornneef and Hanhart 1981). Both of

these results suggest that there are �500 genes with a the Ac element, resulting in additional excision and
insertion events that lowered the frequency of taggedseedling-lethal phenotype. Second, an estimate can be

made relative to the emb lethals isolated from the same mutants. Because the lines in this study (Sundaresan
et al. 1995) and 26 of the lines in Long et al. (1997)T-DNA population (McElver et al. 2001). McElver and

co-workers found that 2.5% of T-DNA lines segregate were both generated from Ac lines expressing transpo-
sase under the control of the 35S promoter, the strengthan emb mutant and they estimate that there are 500–750

emb genes (McElver et al. 2001). In comparison, 1.6% of the promoter used to express transposase does not
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